
 

OBJECT ID 2010.30.30.B

OBJECT NAME Bedspread

MATERIAL Wool

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
Red bedspread in two sections. Boucle center and mirrored design of line of geometric figures holding hands, with geometric shapes below, on each end.
Red crocheted scalloped edge with applied pom poms. 

The end of blanket is has a scalloped edge with diamond crocheted patter. The diamond patter is formed by holes in the pattern. After the crocheted pattern
there is red wool that is the background for the blanket. The red forms wavys that are filled in with light purple yarn. On top of the purple there begins a
geomatric pattern. There is a "Y" looking shape in both yellow and black yarn. There are little sticks coming from the body of the "Y." One is curved upward
and one is straight across. Both sticks are on the inner side of the 'Y." The next pattern is two rows of orange that upwards at in inward angle. There is a
outline of a square on the top of the line. Within the two orange lines there are three yellow rectangles that go half the height of the orange line. On top of
the yellow rectaingles are two "u" shape, there is a line that comes from the outer corner to the purple line. In the middle of the two "u"s are three dots about
the "u"s and there is a triangle about the circles. On the other side of the orange line there are two "Y" one is purple and the other is yellow. They both have
two sticks on the inner sides. There is a black row that is on an upward angle and then straightens out. Then there is the pink rectangle and orange pattern
on top.

CITATION
Bedspread, National Hellenic Museum, https://collections.nationalhellenicmuseum.org/Detail/objects/. Accessed 05/05/24.
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